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Introduction
Let N and M be m-dimensional closed manifolds on each of which an
involution T is given, and )etf:N-+M be a continuous map. In the preceding
paper [7], on the assumption that the involutions T of M and iV are both free
the author introduced a mod 2 integer %(/) called the equivariant Lefschetz
number of/, and proved that if %(/)^0 then/has an equivariant point. In
this paper the result will be generalized to the case when the involution T of
N is not necessarily free.
The former result was proved through the use of the equivariant point
index /(/), which is constructed from the class Δ
oo
^Hm(S°°xM2) requiring that
T
the involution T of N is free (see [7]). Taking in place of S°°χM2 the pair of
T
the symmetric product of M and its diagonal, we define a new equivariant point
index /(/) provided that the involution of M is free and the involution of N is
non-trivial. The new result will be proved by making use of the new index.
Recently, to show that certain homotopy classes in closed manifolds cannot
be realized by embedded sphere, R. Fenn [5] has proved a theorem of the Borsuk-
Ulam type. In this paper, /(/) will be also used to generalize the Fenn theorem.
Throughout this paper, the homology and cohomology with coefficients in
Z2 are to be understood.
1. Preliminaries
Let N be a compact polyhedron with PL(=piecewise linear) involution T.
We denote by F the fixed point set of T, and by N
τ
 the quotient of N with respect
to T. Let π: N->NT be the projection, and put Fτ=π(F). The following
facts are well known (see [1], [2], [6], [9], [10]).
There are the transfer homomorphism
φ*:H<(N)^H<(N
τ
,F
τ
)
and the Smith homomorphism
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μ: H"{NT, Fτ) -> H"+1(NT, Fτ).
These are natural with respect to equivariant maps, and the following two
sequences are exact.
(1.1) - - H«(N, F) ^ U H"{NT, Fτ) - ^ H«+\NT, Fτ)
(1.2) - — H"{N) -^ H"{NT, FT)J-^ H9+1(NT)
where;*: H*(N, F)->H*(N) a n d ; * : H*(NT, FT)->H*(NT) are induced by
the inclusions.
We have
(1.3) Lemma, Let N be an n-dimensional closed PL manifold with a non-
trivial PL involution T. Then it holds
Proof. Since Hn{N)^Z2 and Hn+1(NT)=O in (1.2), it suffices to prove
that φ*: Hn(N)->Hn(N
τ
, F
τ
) is not trivial. Suppose this is trivial. Then we
have Hn(NTy Fτ)=0, and so Hn(Nf F)=0 by (1.1). By duality we have H0(N
— J F ) = O which implies N=F. Since this contradicts to the non-triviality of
T, we have proved (1.3).
For each / = 1 , 2, •••, we define a homomorphism
Et:H'(F)-*H'+l(Nτ,Fτ)
to be the composite
#%F)» H\FT) > H«+1(NT, Fτ) -£+ H"+\NT, Fτ)
where δ* is the coboundary homomorphism.
For a compact polyhedron M, we consider the product M2=MχM and
define an involution T on M2 by T(x
u
 x2)=(x2, #i). The quotient (M2)τ is the
symmetric product. If D: M-+M2 denote the diagonal map, DM is the fixed
point set of T: M2->M2. We have the homomorphisms
: W{M2) -> W{{M2)T, (DM)T)
: H<((M*)T9 (DM)T) - H*+\ΛP)T, (DM)T),
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and also the homomorphisms
Et: W{M) -> H«+t((M2)τ, (DM)T) (ί ^  1)
by identifying M with DM.
R. Thorn [9] and R. Bott [2] studied the cohomology of symmetric products
in connection with the Steenrod operations (see also [1], [5], [9]). In particular
they proved
(1.4) φ*(aXa) = Σ EtSqr-\ά) (αetf*(M)).
Based on the results of R. Thorn, the author determined in [6] the cohomology
structure of ((M2)
τ
, (DM)T) as follows.
(1.5) Proposition. Let {a19a2j"m,as} be a basis of H*(M). Then the
totality of elements in the following \), ii) is a basis of H*((M2)T, (DM)T):
i) Et{at)
ii) φ*(
Furthermore, the totality of elements in i) is a basis of the kernel of the homomorphism
π*: #*((M 2)T, (J9Λf)r)->#*(M2, DM).
2. The class z?
Let Y be an w-dimensional (topological) manifold without boundary, and
let U(=Hn(Y\ Y2—DY) denote the orientation class of Y over Z2, that is> an
element whose restriction to Hn(yX(Y, Y—y)) is a generator for any y^Y.
Let X be a closed manifold contained in Y, and let U'<=Hn(Xχ(Y, Y—X))
denote the restriction of U. Define a homomorphism
(2.1)
 Ύϋ
: Hq{X) - #«-*( Y, Y-X)
by sending a to the slant product a\Uf (see Chap 6, §10 of [8]).
(2.2) Lemma. If Y is a closed manifold, we have
far a^H*{X), where [Y] is the mod 2 fundamental class of Y, and j * : H*(Y,
Y-X)-*H*(Y) and **: H*(X)-*H*{Y) are induced by the inclusions.
Proof. Let U^Hn{Xx Y) denote the restriction of U, and a(ΞH*{Y)
be any element. It follows that
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Take a basis {aly α2 > •••, as} of H*(Y), and put
</
ίy = < α ί w α y > [ Y ] > < Ξ Z 2 ,
u
o = Έ CijCίi x α y (6v / e Z 2 ) ,
where U0^H
n(Y2) is the restriction of E/. It is known that
Σ
 cikdkj = δ o
(see p. 347 of [8]). Therefore we see that
= < Σ «,y(**α<)Xα^l X«*. «
= Σ ^<(**«,) X (αy>-α*), β X
= Σ c/y<**αι, β> <«y—α ,
Σ ijjk
= Σ δ
r t<α f ) i
This completes the proof.
REMARK. It is known that the homomorphism γ^ of (2.1) is an isomor-
phism (see p. 351 of [8]).
Assume now that there is given on Y a free involution T such that T{X)
—X. Then the quotient Y
τ
 is also a manifold without boundary, and X
τ
 is
a closed manifold contained in it. Let π: Y—> Y?* denote the projection, and
n({ Y
τ
)\ ( y
Γ
) 2 - D y
τ
) the orientation class of Y
τ
 over Z2. Then we have
(2.3) Lemma. The diagram
^ Hn'%Yy Y-X)
-^ H»-«(YT, YT~XT)
is commutative, where φ* is the transfer homomorphism. In particular, it holds
π*7
v
[X
τ
] =
 Ύϋ
[X]
for the mod 2 fundamental classes of X and X
τ
.
Proof. Consider a chain map φ: C*(YT)->C*(Y) and a cochain map p:
C*(Y 2)^C*((y
r
) 2) defined as follows:
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<pu, (πXπ)tσ> = <u,
where ί e C*( Y), we C*( Y2), σe C*( Y2). Then it is easily checked that
π*(c'\pu) = φ(c')\u
for <f&C^{Y
τ
). The homomorphism φ*: Hg(Xτ)^Ht(X) is induced by φ, and
it follows from the definition of orientation class that
P*(U)=V
for the homomorphism p*: H*(Y\ Y2-DY)-+H*((YT)\ (YT)2-DYT) induced
by p. Consequently it is easily seen that the diagram in the lemma is com-
mutative. Since ^ [ ^ r l ^ t ^ L t n e proof completes.
Let M be an m-dimensional closed manifold with a free involution T.
Regard M2 as a manifold with involution by the switching map T. Then an
equivariant map
Δ : M - > M 2
is given by A(x)=(x, Tx). The image ΔM is an invariant submanifold of M2,
and the map Δ
τ
: MT-^(M2)T is a homeomorphism onto (ΔM)Γ. Since T is
free, AM Π DM and (ΔM)
Γ
 Π (DM)T are empty.
Obviously (M2)T—(DM)T is a 2τz-dimensional manifold without boundary,
and (ΔM)
Γ
 is a closed manifold contained in it. Consider the homomorphisms
H
m
((AM)τ) -^+Hm((M*)
τ
-(DM)
τ> (M*)T-(DM)T-(AM)T)
Hm((M*)
τ
, ( M 2 )
r
- ( Δ M )
r
) > Hm((M>)
τ
, (DM)T),
where V is the orientation class of the manifold {M2)
τ
—(DM)T, and i and Λ are
the inclusions. We define ΰ=ϋ{M)ςΞHm((M2)
τ
, (DM)T) by
(2.4) # = &*ί*-V[(ΔM)
τ
].
(2.5) Lemma. For the homomorphisms π*: HM((M2)T, (DM)τ)^Hm(M2)
and Δ*: H
m
(M)^H
m
(M2), we have
Proof. Let W be the orientation class of the manifold M2. Then it
follows from (2.2) that
= Δ*[M]
for the homomorphism;*: H*(M2, M2—AM)-+H*(M2) induced by the inclu-
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sion. Therefore it suffices to prove
π*#=j*y
w
[ΔM].
Let U denote the orientation class of M2—DM. Then by (2.3) we have
for TΓ*: H*((M2)
τ
-(DM)Ty (M2)τ-(DM)τ-(AM)τ)^H*(M2-DMy M2-DM
— AM). Since U is the restriction of W, it follows that
τr*z9 = j*i*-1π*y
γ
[(ΔM)
τ
]
where ί*: #*(M 2 , M2-AM)^H*(M2-DMy M2-DM~AM) is the excision
isomorphism. This completes the proof.
We have the following (compare Prop. 3.2 of [7]).
(2.6) Proposition. Let M be a closed PL manifold with a free involution
(not necessarily PL). Take a basis {aly a2, •••, ccs} of H*(M), and put
where # t—α, ^ [ M ] . Then we have
Sij = Sjij $n = 0 >
and also
iCer π*
Σ ij
for the homomorphism TΓ*: #*((M 2 )
r
, (DM)
r
)->i/*(M2, D(ilί)) Λ«rf the transfer
φ*: H*(M2)-^H*((M2)T> (DM)τ)
Proof. By (1.5) we can put
d = Σ £i/Φ*(ai X «y) mod Ker TΓ* .
Then it follows from (2.5) that
= Σ Bt/{at X ctj+a, X α, )-([M] x [Λf])
where ; * : H*(M2y DM)->H*(M2) is induced by the inclusion. Therefore we
have Sij=SjΊ=εiJ\ £«=0, and the proof completes.
In virtue of (2.6) we have the following theorem (see Theorem 3.4 of [7]).
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(2.7) Theorem. Let M be a closed PL manifold with a free involution T.
Then there is a basis {μly •••, μr> μ/, •••, μ/} of H*(M) such that
/ = 0 ,
< ^ w Γ V / , [M]> = δ,7 >
and it holds
W = Σ Λ , X/i/) modKerπ*.
ι = - l
We call such a basis a symplectίc basis of H*(M).
From (2.7) and (1.5) we have
(2.8) Corollary. Let Σ be a mod 2 homology m-sphere with a free involu-
tion. Assume Σ is a PL manifold. Then we have
where ω^Hm(Σ) is the generator.
REMARK. It is seen that the element Δooei/m(5°°χM2) in [7] is the image
T
of ϋ under the homomorphism p*: Hm((M2)
τ
, (DM)
τ
)->Hm(S°°xM2) induced
T
by the projection p: S°°X M2-+{M2)T.
T
3. The equivariant point index /(/)
Let N and M be /w-dimensional closed PL manifolds on each of which
an involution T is given. We assume that the involution of M is free, and the
involution of N is nontrivial and PL. As in the preceding section we regard
M2 as a manifold with involution by the switching map T.
Given a continuous map /: N-+M, define an equivariant map / : N-+M2 by
/ω = σω>/(*>»•
This induces a homomorphism f%: H*((M2)T, (DM)T)->H*(NT> Fτ). We
define a mod 2 integer /(/) by
where v^Hm{N) is the generator and 0*: Hm(N)^Hm(NTy Fτ) (see (1.3)). We
call /(/) an equivariant point index off.
We have the following (compare (1.4) of [7]).
(3.1) Theorem. If /(/)^0, there exists an equivariant point of f, i.e. a
point y^N such thatf(Ty)= Tf(y).
Proof. Put A(f)= {y(ΞN; JT(y)= Tf(y)}. Then the following diagram is
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commutative.
k*
Hm{{M\, (M2)
r
-(ΔM)T) > Hm((M\, (DM)T)
Hm(N
τ
, N
τ
-A(f)
τ
) > Hm(N
τ
,F
τ
),
where k* and /* are induced by the inclusions. Since #(M) is the image of
**-Vκ[(AM)
τ
]eE#w((M2)
τ
, ( M 2 )
τ
- ( Δ M )
r
) under k* (see 2.4)), the assumption
implies that /*<>/* is non-trivial. Thus Hm(NTy NT—A(f)T)^0, and hence
A(f) is not empty. This completes the proof.
We have the following theorem which is more general than Theorem (5.2)
in [7].
(3.2) Theorem. Let N be an m-dimensίonal closed PL manifold with a
non-trivial PL involution T, and let M be an m-dimensίonal closed PL manifold
with a free involution T. Let F denote the fixed point set of the involution T of
Ny and letf: N-+M be a continuous map satisfying a condition:
(*) (/1F)*: Hg{M)-^H\F) is trivial for q^mβ.
Taking a symplectic basis {μly •••, μr, μ/, •••, μj\ of H*(M)y put
Άf) = §
where/*: H*(M)-*H*(N). Then we have
Consequently ifX(f)^0 then f has an equivariant point.
Proof. Since the diagram
(/X/) Φ*
H*(N2) H-^L H*(M2) ---* //*((M2)T, (DM)T)|(1XΓ)* I/* 1/
Ψ D* v ό* *
H*(N2) > H*(N) - - * H*(NT, Fτ)
is commutative, it follows from (2.7) that
/ * Z 9 ( M ) Ξ Σ Φ*(f*μi^T*f*μ/) mod /ί(Ker π*),
where π*: Hm((M2)
τ
, (DM)
τ
)^Hm(M2, DM). Since the diagram
E,
Hq{M) —-> H1+t((M2)
τ> (DM)T)
*(f\F)
E,
H"{F) — L H9+t(N
τ
, F
τ
)
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is commutative, it follows from (1.5) that /^(Ker 7r*) is generated by the elements
E
m
-q{f\F)*a (a^Hg(M)y mβ^q<m). Therefore, by the assumption we have
/ | (Ker τr*)=O. Consequently it holds
f*ϋ{M) = g φ*(f*μi~T*f*μ/).
Since φ*a=<(a, [N]>φ*v for the generator v of Hm(N) and any a^Hm(N)y we
have
t{f)Φ*v = i(f)φ*v
which proves the desired result.
REMARK 1. The above theorem shows that, if the condition (*) is satisfied,
%(/) is independent of the choice of symplectic bases of i/*(M). By making
use of Corollary (1.11) of Bredon [3], we can prove the independency under a
weaker condition that (f\F)*: Hm'\M)->Hmί\F) is trivial.
REMARK 2. The condition (*) is satisfied for any continuous map /: N->M
in the following cases:
i) The homomorphism i*: Hg(N)->Hg(F) is trivial if mβ<,q<m. In
particular, dim F<mβ or N is a mod 2 homology m-sphere.
Λ
ii) M is a mod 2 homology m-sphere. (In this case, we have %(/) = deg
/mod 2.)
(3.3) Corollary. Let N be an m-dίmensional closed PL manifold with a
free involution T. Assume that the semi-characteristic X(N) of N is not zero.
Let Tf be a PL involution on N with the fixed point set F. Assume that i*:
Hq(N)-^Hg(F) is trivial for q^mβ, and that T*=T*Ί H*(N)-^H*(N).
Then T and Tf have a coincidence, i.e. there is a point y€ΞN such that T(y)
= T'(y).
As a special case of (3.3), we have the following result which answers a
question rasied in [4].
(3.4) Corollary. If 2 is a mod 2 homology sphere which is a PL manifold,
then a free involution T on Σ and a non-trivial PL involution Tr on Σ have a
coincidence.
4. Generalization of the Borsuk-Ulam theorem
R. Fenn has proved in [5] the following theorem of the Borsuk-Ulam type:
Let T be a free PL involution on Sn. Then, for a continuous map g
τ
: Sn->Sn
of odd degree and a continuous map g2: S
n
->Rn, there exists points ylyy2 in S
n
such that giiy^Tg^y^) and g9{y^=ξ9{y^ This theorem is generalized as
follows,
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(4.1) Theorem. Let Σ be a mod 2 homology n-sphere which is a PL
manifold', and L be an n-dimensional closed PL manifold. Let T: Σ->Σ be a free
involution {not necessarily PL). Then, for a continuous map g
x
: L-^Σ of odd degree
and a continuous map g2: L->Σ of even degree, there exist points ylsy2 in L such
&(#)= Tg
x
(y2) and g2{y1)=g2{y2\
Proof. Put
M = Σ 2 , N=L\
and regard M and N as manifolds with involution by T given as follows:
T(x19 x2) = (Txlf x2) (
For any continuous maps glyg2: L->Σ, put f=g1χg2: N->M. If A(f) denotes
the set of equivariant points of/, we have
;
 gl(yi) = Tgl(y2)y g2(yi) = g2(y2)} .
Therefore, in virtue of (3.1), it suffices to prove that /(/)*0 if deg g
λ
 is odd
and deg g2 is even.
It follows from (1.5) that the kernel of TΓ*: H2n((M2)
τ
, (DM)
τ
)^H2n(M\
DM) is generated by E
n
(ωXl), and E
n
(lXω), where ω^Hn(Σ) is the generator.
By (1.4) we have
E
n
(ίXω) = f
Therefore, in virtue of (2.6) we may put
#(M) = f(ύ)Xα)Xl X l)+^*(ωX 1 X 1 X ω)
+ Brf*{(u X 1 X ω X l)+62φ*(l XωXlXω)
(6U f2GZ2), It follows that
fΫΦ%a1xa2xβ1xβ2)
*( ft)*(A x A))
Consequently we have
= φ*(gfω Xgtω)+^φ*(gfω Xgΐω)+ε2φ*(g$ω Xgfω)
= (deg g, deg g,+6
λ
 deg g%+6, deg ^ * ( σ X σ),
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where σ^Hn(L) is the generator. This shows
KSi X&) = deg g
x
 deg g2+£x deg g,+£2 deg g2 mod 2.
Consider a special case when L = Σ and £2=identity. We see that
is empty,
ί{g
x
 X l) = deg g
ι
+61 deg gl+S2 mod 2
for any £
x
: Σ-^Σ. Therefore, it follows from (3.1) that
ε2 = 0 mod 2
and hence £ 2 =0 and £x = 1.
Thus we have
Kgi X&) = deg & deg £2+deg g l mod 2,
which proves the desired result.
We have also the following theorem.
(4.2) Theorem. Let Σ be a mod 2 homology n-sphere which is a PL mani-
fold
 y and L be an n-dimensional closed PL manifold. Let T: Σ->Σ be a free in-
volution. Then, for continuous maps glyg2\ L->Σ of odd degree, there exist points
y
u
y2 in L such that g1(y1)=Tg1(y2)} g2(y1)=Tg2(y2).
Proof. As in the proof of (4.1), we put M = Σ 2 , N=L\ and regard N
as a manifold with involution by the switching map. However we regard M
as a manifold with involution by the following T:
T(xly x2) = (Tx19 Tx2) (^.GΣ).
By the same arguments as in the proof of (4.1), we see that
KSi X&) ΞΞ deg g1 deg g2+ε1 deg g1+S2 deg g2 mod 2
for any continuous m a p s ^ , ^ : L^»Σ, where
ϋ{M) = φ*(ωX ωX 1 X l)+0*(ωX 1 X 1 X ω)
+ S
ι
φ^(ω X 1 X ω X 1)+£20*(1 X ω X 1 X ω) .
We have
ft)= {(y»y2)^L2;g1(y1)==Tg1(y2),g2(y1)=Tg2(y2)} .
If g
λ
 or £2 is trivial, then A(g1xg2) is empty. Hence it follows from (3.1) that
6X deg^JΞO and £2 deg^ 2 =0 for any gx andg2. Thus we have
£ ;ΞΞ0 and S2=0}
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and so
Aft X&) = deg g
x
 deg g2 mod 2,
which proves the desired result.
By applying (4.1), the following theorem can be proved as in the proof of
Theorem 2 of [5].
(4.3) Theorem. Let a^π
n
(RPnxSn)(n^2) be any element such that
p^a^πJ^RP") is an odd element and p2*a^πn(Sn) is an even element, where px
and p2 are the projections. Then a can not be realized by a topologίcally embedded
sphere.
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